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Overview
About the Release Notes
The Release Notes are a comprehensive user guide for the latest release of Mambu. The Mambu
Release Notes give you everything you need to get up and running with the new features and
enhancements in the latest release.
What’s Included in the Release Notes
For every new major enhancement, the Release Notes provide:
●
●
●

A high-level description of the functionality
Implementation tips to help you get started with setup and administration
Tips to help you maximize the benefits

Beyond the major new features, there may be additional enhancements or functional changes which
will be included along with a brief description.
Your Feedback Matters
We know how important the Release Notes, online help, and documentation are to your company's
success with Mambu. To continually improve the service we deliver to you, we want to know what
works and what doesn't. Let us know by contacting support@mambu.com or your account manager.
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1. Bug Fixes

[ADM-154] - Unexpected error is thrown when a non-admin user is trying
to create a user without "Can access other credit officers clients"
permission
When a non-admin user that is not assigned to any branch created a new user and assigned
this user to a specific branch, an error left the ‘Save user’ action in infinite loading. With this
fix, user creation is successful in the above scenario. A similar case for which the same error
was generated: [AMD-141] got fixed with this solution as well.

[CUS-131] - Notifications are sent multiple times because of timezone
differences
With this fix, Mambu ensures that the automatic mechanism of sending Webhook,SMS and
Email Notifications will not be triggered multiple times for the same event. T
 he duplicate
notifications were sent due to the hourly Crons that run at midnight , finding some accounts
that throw an error (i.e. those which were not yet in Arrears) and after 1 hour it was
re-attempting to check the accounts, generating again the notification.

[CUS-319] - Custom field availability is randomly set to unavailable
The defect around this bug was found in the persistence layer between a Custom Field and
the Custom View in which it was contained while having the default column preset
configuration. After modifying the value of such Custom Field an edge case scenario
surfaced in the UI, causing the availability setup of the field to be cleared. This
inconvenience has now been resolved.

[DEP-43] - Cannot post backdate transactions on undo closed Active
maturity deposit accounts
When a close deposit account operation was undone via undo_close API call, the activation
date was set to the invocation date. This meant that an user could no longer do backdated
transactions on the account, in accordance with the original activation date. With this fix,
deposit accounts which are undo closed will keep their original activation date once they are
transitioned to active state.
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[DEP-46] - Undo close matured deposit accounts leads deposit in
inconsistent state when performing this action via API
When a close deposit account operation was undone via undo_close API call, the new
account state was always set to active. This lead to closed matured accounts becoming
active again, posting transactions was allowed and also undoing / changing the maturity
period. With this fix, the account state for closed Matured accounts is preserved after undo
close operation.

Production release date:Thursday, 23rd of November, 2017
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